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Security issues in cloud manifest themselves in mainly two forms: insecure cloud services and insecure cloud architecture.

• Insecure Cloud Service: Cloud relies on various cloud services to provision and manage customer resources (e.g., VM).  
Vulnerabilities in these cloud services can lead compromise of customers’ data or computation, e.g., CVE reports 132 security 
vulnerabilities in OpenStack cloud services. 

• Insecure Cloud Architecture: Current cloud platforms assume a TCB including each and every cloud service and the nodes they run on.  
Consequently, compromise of a single service or node can bring down the entire cloud. 

We present a framework that Minimize Permissions, Minimize Security Decisions, and Eliminate Dependence on Untrusted Nodes 

DIFC in Pileus

DIFC: Decentralized Information Flow Control restricts 
the security decisions to only the event handlers trusted 
by the user. Pileus adopted concepts of security label and 
ownership from DIFC.

Pileus spawn protocol prevents: 1) nodes that lack User’s 
authority from spawning event handlers that could access 
user’s data 2) node that fails to satisfy user’s security 
policy from being selected as target node or given the 
authority to execute user’s handler

Vulnerability Mitigation: Pileus can systematically 
mitigate 44 out of 132 vulnerabilities reported in 
OpenStack.

Attack prevention: Pileus can detect and block a 
variety of attacks including request forgery 
attacks, token sniffing attacks and request 
hijacking attacks. 
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Future Work

• Investigate efficient and scalable intrusion detection 
mechanisms in cloud for both cloud applications and 
infrastructure.

• Extend integrity verification and monitoring to containers 
(e.g., docker). 


